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THE FRENCH, WITH THEIR ARTISTIC and practical approaches
to making a home beautiful, provided the original inspiration for a
large maison built in 2001 on the shore of Lake St. Clair. Consider-
ing the French were the first Europeans to settle the area in 1701, it
is fitting that a chateau should now grace a prestigious waterfront
neighbourhood.
   When the house was built, the influences of French design were
evident everywhere. Terra cotta tiles on the kitchen floor. Wooden
beams on the ceiling. Four traditional fireplaces. Ornate brass chan-
deliers. Toile draperies in the butler’s kitchen.
   However, when new owners purchased the property in December,
2014, they wanted to make their home a little less français and a lot
more them.
   Having two teenagers ready to express their emerging style sense
in their own bedrooms reinforced the parents’ decision to call in 
professional help. Cindy Catton, a member of The Room at Coulter’s
design team, which also includes Paulette Nicodemo and Stephanie
Evola, and Nancy Luchino, a consultant with Coulter’s Furniture,
were engaged.
   “It was always a dream of this family to live on the water,” Cindy
says. The Lakeshore residence presents gorgeous views of the lake in
all its changing moods and seasons. Against this natural backdrop,
many of the rooms in the house were lightened and rejuvenated to
suit the owners’ more contemporary tastes.
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Left: A turret space is the perfect place for a grand piano in a Lakeshore house influenced
by French chateau architecture. The classic feel of the columned fireplace and gothic windows
is refreshed with the black and brushed silver credenza’s modern take on a French commode
and boxy, down wrapped armchairs.

Above: Bringing bling to the grand foyer, a black chandelier festooned in crystals is caged
within a black iron orb.

         

BRIN ING A TRADITIONAL FRENCH RESIDENCE INTO THE NEW ERA

Modern Transition
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This page, clockwise from top: The great room’s original wooden ceiling beams were traded for a white
coffered ceiling. The ivory and green area rug mimics the square pattern overhead; Fuchsia and white
with touches of black set the scene for the teenage daughter’s dramatic bedroom. A diamond patterned
upholstered headboard adds a bold touch; bands of cerulean blue, yellow and tan travel horizontally
around the teenage son’s bedroom. 

   The redesign turned out to be a fresh start for
the family and the Pearl Street house. The owners
brought the bare minimum with them to their
new home and purchased virtually all their fur-
niture from Coulter’s Furniture, with help from
Nancy and Cindy.
   Eliminating the rusty orange hue of the origi-
nal terra cotta tiles made an immediate difference.
Most of the main level floors were treated to
quiet, classic taupe and cream travertine stone
tiles. The foyer walls were painted pale taupe. The
white tone of the chair rail, doors and mouldings
provide contrast. The warm oak of the grand
staircase was given a polish; a new runner in a tra-
ditional black and honey brown pattern now
highlights the stairs.
   Illuminating the foyer is a black and crystal
candlestick chandelier captured within a large
black iron orb. “Most of the lighting fixtures were
replaced during the renovation,” says Cindy. 
   The first room to be seen after entering the
house is the piano room. “It’s the homeowners’
favourite room to sit in,” Cindy notes. A grand
piano stands within the half circle area created by
a small turret, an architectural detail befitting a
chateau. Four tall, narrow gothic windows flood
the turret with sunlight. A hint of green was
painted on the walls. White woodwork keeps the
room airy.
   A pair of crystal and silver sconces with white
cylinder shades were installed above the colum-
ned carved stone fireplace mantel. Bridging tra-
ditional style with modern glam, a silver sunburst
mirror is centred between the sconces. �

         

Clockwise from the top left: Most of the light fixtures were replaced during 
the house’s extensive remodel...a glass globe bound in black wrought iron 
encapsulates candlestick lights; in the dining area near the family kitchen, a solid
wood Canadel table is surrounded by black fabric Parsons chairs; views of Lake
St. Clair can be enjoyed from the armchairs in the master bedroom’s bay window
or the king size bed, fitted with an upholstered leather headboard; a three way
mirror and vanity grace the dressing room used by the lady of the house.
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cerulean blue, yellow and tan on the walls.
One end features a gaming area, furnished
with a round swivel chair, comfortably up-
holstered in blue and piled with accent pil-
lows. “He was very involved in the design
process,” Cindy says of the teen.
   The parents’ private retreat is focused on
the lake. A door leads to the second storey
balcony for a closer look. Inside the master
bedroom suite, two accent armchairs invite
the husband and wife to sit, read or do
nothing at all but drink in the vista. 
   The understated tones of the master bed-
room harmonize for a serene ambiance. Soft
yellow walls, ivory area rugs with uncompli-
cated, contemporary patterns and un-
adorned venetian blinds on the windows
calm the senses. The king size bed encour-
ages lounging against the buttery soft beige
leather headboard, upholstered in cushiony
vertical channels. 
   The mother gets ready for her day in
peace. Her dressing room is stylishly ap-
pointed with a marble topped vanity, coor-
dinating ivory armchair and a round, old
gold mirror encircled by small tabs of
beveled mirror. A full height, three sided an-
gled mirror is built into one wall.
   The family pet, Wynne the white terrier,
gets plenty of exercise, following his family
around the 6,000 square foot house. “Every-
where you look, it’s a total transformation,”
Cindy remarks. “It was fun to get to know
these people and make this wonderful house
special for them.”
   Updating the residence took time. Fortu-
nately, the owners’ enthusiasm for the big
project sustained the forward moving mo-
mentum and everything was done in a mat-
ter of months. Now, a little over a year after
taking possession, the family can’t imagine
living anywhere else.
   The final result has remained true to the
French attitude toward good design: With
great respect, it marries the best of the exist-
ing traditional style with modern flare, mak-
ing everything relevant for today.

Windsor Life Magazine is always searching for
interesting homes, landscaping, gardens, patios
and water features to show our readers what
others in the community are doing with their
living spaces. If you have a home that you feel
would be interesting please email photos to
publisher@windsorlife.com. Photos need to be
for reference only. If your home is chosen we
will arrange for a complete photo shoot. If you
wish, you may remain anonymous and the lo-
cation of your home will not be disclosed.
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Rainbows flit around the room when the
sun touches the chandelier’s delicate crystal
prisms.
   To prevent the piano room from becom-
ing too formal, the design team furnished
it with boxy, down wrapped contemporary
armchairs and a comfortable, down filled
chaise upholstered in a subtle pattern of
white and green. A clean lined credenza 
finished in black with brushed silver ac-
cents and a black topped glass cocktail table
with a brushed silver round base in an open
cross design complement the tones in the
grand silk and wool Persian area rug. “The
rug was the first piece purchased and set 
the tone for our colour scheme,” Cindy ex-
plains.
   The family often congregates in the great
room, relaxing on soft white sofas and arm-
chairs. Eyes are drawn upward to the ceil-
ing: Where wooden beams once were, now
there is a white painted coffered ceiling. Its
square pattern is repeated in smaller scale
in the design of the faint ivory and green
wool and silk area rug. “The square mould-
ings on the ceiling, painted out, give the
room a more current, elegant look.” A bank
of windows and a French door offer views
of the extended outdoor covered patio
room and the lake beyond.
   Also facing the water is the dining area.
A round wooden table is ideally shaped 
for the curved rear wall, lined with gothic 
windows. Black Parsons chairs are striking
against the green, soft gold and ivory
striped silk drapes, hung floor to ceiling.
Sharing a love of entertaining, the couple
puts their family kitchen and butler’s
kitchen to frequent use.
   One favourite way to spend time with
friends is to host movie nights. “There is an
amazing home theatre on the lower level
with theatre seating grouped in front of the
largest TV you can possible get,” Cindy 
observes. A recreation room, bar, bedroom
and bathroom are also on the lower level.
   The individual tastes of the family mem-
bers are revealed in their bedrooms. “We
asked the daughter what her likes and
favourite colours were and ran with it,” says
Cindy. The feature walls were treated to a
bold coat of fuchsia, offset by putty grey
walls and night stands. A custom made
white upholstered headboard in a quilted
diamond pattern pops against the deep
pink wall. White bed linens are jazzed 
up with fuchsia, zebra striped and black 
pillows.
   The son’s spacious bedroom appears even
longer with wide horizontal bands of �

         


